Booklet Aids Club in Drive for Swimming Pool Funds

"LET'S put Mohawk in the Swim" is the title of an eight-page folder explaining a drive for swimming pool funds at the Mohawk CC, Bensenville, Ill. It's the best presentation of a swimming pool proposition to club members that GOLFDOM has seen. The job is illustrated and planographed from typewritten pages.

Probably a few extra copies are available so other club officials might be able to use the Mohawk idea adapted to their own conditions, by sending a stamped return envelope to Mohawk.

The Mohawk club is a private club, owned by a holding company, and provides excellent country club facilities at a surprisingly low price in a metropolitan district.

WILSON WOOD of Charlotte, N. C., won fame locally and through Ripley's "Believe It or Not" by playing Wilson woods made by Wilson Sporting Goods Co. The Wilson company received so much publicity from the discovery of Mr. Woods' preference in wood clubs, he was presented with another and new set of Wilson woods.

After that happened we have begun to look for guys named U. S. Balls, Spalding Irons, McGregor Clubs and even an Indian named Tufhorse Bags, and other fellows of such nomenclature to turn up.

Lyon-Buckman Book on Soils Will Improve Understanding of Subject

TREMENDOUSLY helpful to anyone interested in turf culture is a good working knowledge of the relationship between the soil and the plants that grow in it. Few course maintenance operations can be performed in which the soil, as distinct from the turf, is not a governing factor in the technique employed.


Readers will find adequate discussion of the origin of soil, its varied characteristics and its type classification. These characteristics are correlated with the changes

and economical power to pull it

with this new

ROSEMAN TRACTOR ATTACHMENT

More power at less cost! For all Ford chassis from 1928 to 1937 — specify year when writing.

Almost as simple to install as changing a tire. Capacity, 1 1/4 cu. yds. Price is $200 for the attachment only — $310 for attachment with dump body and seat as illustrated. Prices F. O. B. Evanston. Time purchase plan, if you desire.

ROSEMAN TRACTOR MOWER COMPANY
EVANSTON, ILL.